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Abstract: This paper presents the security analysis on WLAN (Wi-FI) by the Implementing the various 

techniques. In the research work comparative analysis has been accomplished between various techniques. These 

days WLAN becomes the vital necessity of the time as it is having the ability to connect the devices like mobiles 

and laptops. But it is not so easy just to implement a secure network that will ensure data should not be accessed by 

an authorized user. For the same purpose, we have analyzed WPA, WPA2, WPA2 Enterprise techniques. We 

specifically worked on WPA2 Enterprise as in this technique is much better than others. This maintains the dual 

security to access and such a topology that helps to more efficiently sustain of the network by the dependency upon 

the server. By using the dual security system it checks the client name and IP in its first phase and verifies the user 

name and password as its second phase. The topology which is used to implement the proposed network is client 

server. This is not just two tire network, also keeping the switch and routers in between the server and various 

clients to run the network smoothly. 

 

I. Introduction: Wireless communication a development of technology that is very much important in the 

modern era. In our modern life it becomes necessary for us to carry mobile phones and Laptops means we need to 

connect to the network any time or anywhere. So, in these kind of circumstances is very much compulsory that there 

should be the availability of the wireless signals. This is an always developing field. In this field the required or vital 

demand is that there should be possibility for communication at the high rate speed and definitely much secure. 

Research in this area suggests that a dominant means of supporting such communication capabilities will be through 

the use of Wireless LANs. As the deployment of Wireless LAN increases well around the globe, it is increasingly 

important for us to understand different technologies and select the most appropriate one.  

WI-FI is the short form of Wireless Fidelity, computer and other devices having the WIFI adapters (card) can be 

used over the wireless network. They check out the signals broadcast by Access Points, this facility gives chance to 
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access the network. Wi-Fi devices can also communicate directly (one-to-one) with each other. Wi-Fi devices 

employ several different technical standards grouped together and referred to as the IEEE 802.11 specification in 

order to communicate with an Access Point. Let’s have look upon the IEEE standards briefly: 

•••• IEEE 802.11b This standard used when the frequency band is about 2.4 GHz. By using this standard a 

network can manage the transfer rate up to 1 Mbps. This is almost similar to the wired network. 

•••• IEEE 802.11a This is having more capability to manage the frequency band up to 5GHz. This is not a 

conventional network, it works on the new technique named Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

(OFDM) that offers a high data rates up to 6, 12, 24, 54Mbps and sometimes even more than this speed. 

•••• IEEE 802.11g This standard works on such network where the frequency band is about 2.4 GHz. It uses 

the OFDM and Packet Binary Convolution Code (PBCC) modulation technique. It can handle the transfer 

rate up to 54 Mbps. 

•••• IEEE 802.11n This standard also works on 2.4 GHz and even on 5GHz. It can handle the transfer rate up 

to 300 Mbps. 

•••• IEEE 802.11i This standard is implemented as a security mechanism for wireless networking. It is having 

the ability of encryption. This mechanism works at the Advanced Encryption Standard.  

II. Threats and Attacks on Wireless Network to build up a secure network is not an easy task, 

simple network without any proper security technique even with normal security cannot keeps the data protected 

from unauthorized access. A network may be always under the number of threats. These threats can be classified 

into two basic categories and even further sub categorized. The categories are Logical attacks and Physical attacks. 

•••• Logical Attacks these kinds of attacks are concerned with the software, data and flow of data or working 

of system. In such attacks, the impostors try to find the weakness of the network or software which may 

help them to access or to modify the sensitive data. If the attacker got success then he/she may create the 

number of problems for network. These attacks are like Spoofing of MAC address, Conversation Sniffing 

and etc. 

•••• Physical Attacks these kinds of attacks directly put their impact on hardware, design and structure of the 

network. In these kinds of attacks impostor try to degrade the performance of the network instead 

of the finding and corrupting the sensitive data. These kind of attacks are creates the problems but 

lesser as compare to the logical attacks. These attacks are like Rogue Access Points, Physical 

placement of Access Points, spam attacks and etc. 

III.  Problem Formulation As we have described earlier wireless network is the necessity of the time but 

to set up these kinds of network is not an easy tasks because there are no. of security threats are there 
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as problems. So, we are in the need of such a good technique that can maintain the security level up to 

the mark that is sufficient to protect our data from unauthorized access. For the same many mechanism 

are suggested time to time, but somewhere and somewhat discrepancies found in those all suggested 

mechanism. WAP, WPA, WPA2 are the such examples of those mechanism. In our research work, we 

have focused upon another but safe mechanism to set up a wireless network with the proper the 

awareness about the security issues. This proposed mechanism is WPA2 Enterprise. In the proposed 

mechanism there is the dual security check to avoid the unauthorized access. Firstly, it checks the 

client name and client IP, it also keeps the record of the user name and user password. Second is that it 

involves such topology which the network a centralized means this network is server oriented.  

IV.  Implementation With this mechanism, mutual authentication needs both the client and the 

authentication server to have an assigned digital certificate. The digital certificate includes information 

like the Client Name, Client IP, Server type, Radius port, and user name and user password. This 

enables the verification of the identity of the owner of a public/private key pair. This is also having a 

new network topology that enables it to work more efficiently as compare to the earlier techniques. 

This topology is the Client/Server. Let’s have a look upon Fig. 1.1 the new lab architecture before its 

detailed discussion. 

 

Fig. 1.1 Proposed lab architecture for WPA2 Enterprise 

This works as if the will be ON or in working condition then any communication or exchange of data is possible 

otherwise there is no chance for the proceeding upon this network. The Server is connected to Switch that connected 

further to the various routers on the same network. These router are then connected various nodes or computers in 

the lab network. To communicate or share the data over the network these nodes (Computers) and routers both have 

identify them to the server, so that they can proceed further but by achieving the target of security over the network 

of authenticated users of the network. 

This is being implemented at end of the server in the next description; we will show that what are steps or 

the way to achieve this target. While the configuration of the server, we may four different tabs whose are 
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concerned with four further conditions and configurations. These are as Physical, Config, Desktop and 

Software/Services as shown in Fig. 1.2.  

                                     

                                Fig. 1.2 The Physical Device view of sever 

In this view of the server, various modules, link sys and host have tracked like Linksys-WMP300N, PT-

HOST-NM-1CE, PT-HOST-NM-1CFE, PT-HOST-NM-1CGE, PT-HOST-NM-1FFE, PT-HOST-NM-

1FGE, PT-HOST-NM-1W, PT-HOST-NM-1W-A and etc. these can be viewed as both in physical view 

and logical view. As Shown in the Fig. 1.3, it can viewed as with or without various zoom conditions. 

 

Fig. 1.3 Server Desktop 

The Server Desktop is usually having the information or keeping the record about the IP configuration, 

Command Prompt, Traffic Generator, Text Editor, Web Browser, PPP0E Dialer and VPN as the basic 

recommendations or the basic requirements. The earlier mentioned parameters are considered as very basic 

for a server may be always in the need to keep these all on the track to run a network in systematic manner. 
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Fig 1.4 Configuration of Server 

Then in the Configuration tab or phase, there is no. of further configuration are avail like Global, setting, 

Services and various protocols. In the config of AAA, we maintain the dual security as it checks the 

Service is in ON or OFF mode, what is the radius port, name of client, IP of the client. This also makes sure 

that Low loss of delivery of the packet as shown in the Fig .1.5. 

 

Fig. 1.5 the Detection of verification of Data by WPA2 Enterprise  

As the second security reason, it keeps it the concentration upon Username and User password. So, it will 

ensure the dual security over the network. In the better manners as compare to its earlier techniques like 

WAP/WPA/WPA2. It will also ensure the proper delivery of packets as will in the network that they should 

not be lost. 

Security Analysis 

 

V. Conclusion This is also a kind of network which designed for security purposes.  It designs secure 

enterprise network that authenticates to the users to an external radius. This situation espouses the 

same network layout and configuration steps described as “A secure enterprise network for guest 

access”. Additional actions are required to provide the dual security issues for mutual authentication of 
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WDS bridges.  From the earlier described parameters it can be judge that WPA2 Enterprise is much 

secure as compare to the earlier techniques. Because it is using the dual authentication method which 

checks the permissions before to permit the access of network and topology used in this mechanism is 

centralized (star) which ensure the involvement of server for communication and security reasons.  
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